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In 2018 we have visited Japan for the first time. Before our departure we coincidentally 
heard about bright green parakeets in Maebashi, who have been pets once and are 
now living freely in the town. A similar story we know from Cologne, where this bird is 
living in a large flock at the river Rhine. We have looked around and noticed: there are 
also communities in Brussels, London, Istanbul, Tel Aviv, New York, Tokyo - so many 
very different places. The parakeets did get there as foreign workers on a pet-visa. 
Now the jobs have ended and they are still here.

Actually, what was that job? And why has it ended? How do they exist in a new 
living environment which they did not select and with nothing more than their own 
resources? Our curiosity about these green migrants was reason for contacts in our 
new environment Maebashi. The parakeet questions often were our human questions. 

Over four weeks we have been looking for traces, visiting and talking to places and 
people. A tweet told us about the parakeets at Soja Shrine. Early in the morning we 
really did find them there. We returned to this place multiple times looking and 
listening. From there we took our thoughts with us and into our days in Gunma. 
Coincidences and the lucky networker Toshihiro Fukinishi shaped the route of our 
journey. It lead us to Tomoko Anezaki at Gunma Museum of Natural History in 
Tomioka and we were talking about the principle of migration in animals and plants. 
To Asakawa Tchikao and Kobayashi Hiroki from The Wild Bird Society Japan in their 
regional office for Gunma in Takasaki. And we were talking about the observation of 
birds. To the organic agriculture grounds of Noriko Iwata at Haruna mountain and 
we were talking about her experiences with birds while farming. During all this we 
were strangers in the japanese language, therefore Miki Nozaki translated the words 
to and away from us. How did the parakeets make it here without all this help?

We visited spaces in Maebashi which were pointed out to us. All this time the parakeet 
questions engaged ourselves in dialogue. The Wakake Honsei Inko became a prism 
through which we are looking, spreading information like a fan and we can try to 
perceive the single colours. 
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gaehtgens.hirsch
Maybe to start could we have again a short introduction of yourself and your work? 
What is your field of work?

Tomoko Anezaki
I am a curator of the Gunma Museum of Natural History. I work here for 14 years 
now and I am in charge of the mammals. And I dissect animal specimen, around 
500 specimen per year and I do the research based on that. 

gaehtgens.hirsch
So with your scientific background, what are your thoughts on animal migration?

Tomoko Anezaki
Is it natural migration or human influenced migration? It depends…

gaehtgens.hirsch
Interesting that you make this, hm - this would be the first division you make?

Tomoko Anezaki
Yes. A natural migration is natural, so it happens. While for the human forced ones, 
it should not happen because humans are able to bring other species to where they 
could not travel by their own, so that latter part should not happen. 

gaehtgens.hirsch
But the first part would you say that is part of natural history? Migration, what role 
does it play?

Tomoko Anezaki
Well the animals don’t have any boundaries, so they migrate depending on the 
weather, climate and available food sources. So they just do. And especially birds 
and even mammals, they move a lot. So it is a natural thing, I guess. 

gaehtgens.hirsch
A big strong principle you can witness throughout many species?

Tomoko Anezaki
Yes, especially in insects and birds and even fungus. Fungi, they travel all around 
the world so we have the similar common species everywhere. So depending on the 
scale we are looking at, the level of migration differs but it’s a natural thing that 
happens in the world.

gaehtgens.hirsch
And always has?

Tomoko Anezaki
Since the life has formed on this planet historically. And all the species that we see 
now are only at the present time. If you look back at the history of this planet there 
are so many species moving around from land to land and creating their own 
diversity in particular places, they migrate and create. It’s just the flexible nature 
of the species. Only the humans have a problem, I guess.

gaehtgens.hirsch
Maybe only now, we don’t know how it was before.

Tomoko Anezaki
In the beginning of the human evolution they travelled, moved, especially Homo 
Sapiens. They moved throughout South America and conquered the world now, 
so it’s the natural thing. 

gaehtgens.hirsch
What do you think are the reasons for the migration of animals?

Tomoko Anezaki
Depending on the target that you are looking at but the basic motive is the climate 
change, the change in the environment and also the availability of the food resour-
ces. Water as well and also the safetyness, where they can be safe to reproduce 
and raise their children so they can pass it on to the next generation. I think 
those are the main factors for migration.

gaehtgens.hirsch
So we start migrating when there’s a reason?

Tomoko Anezaki
When there’s a big change like climate change or other environmental factors 
change so they move to another place so they can be safe to live. 

gaehtgens.hirsch
For survival?

Tomoko Anezaki
For survival, yes.
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